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Heterodyne strategies can be used to characterize thermal coupling in integrated circuits when the
electrical bandwidth of the dissipating circuit is beyond the bandwidth of the thermal coupling
mechanism. From the characterization of the thermal coupling, two possible applications are
described: extraction of characteristics of the dissipating circuit �the determination of the center
frequency of a low-noise amplifier� and the extraction of the thermal coupling transfer function.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3073963�

Thermal coupling characterization in an integrated cir-
cuit �IC� involves three different entities: devices that dissi-
pate a considerable amount of power, the IC structure that
conducts this dissipated heat from the source to the sink, and
finally, a temperature sensor. Practical applications consist of
extracting the information from one of these entities when
the other ones are already known.1–3

The use of lock-in amplifiers allows measuring the am-
plitude and phase of one spectral component of the sensed
temperature4,5 when the dissipating device operates in a
modulated regime. Being very sensitive to small temperature
increases and robust to noise, this sensing strategy is suitable
for temperature measurements in low-power circuits.6

Measuring in the frequency domain, one of the most
important issues is the maximum frequency at which tem-
perature measurements can be made, being the bottleneck
imposed by the particular physical behavior of the heat trans-
fer within the IC structure. This transfer function, which re-
lates the power dissipated by the circuit with the measured
temperature, has a lowpass filtering response. The bandwidth
of the temperature sensor depends on its electronic design �in
this work we assume that this value does not limit the tem-
perature measurements�. Finally, the involvement of the dis-
sipating devices can be classified into two classes. One sce-
nario occurs when the transfer function of the thermal
coupling mechanism falls into the electrical bandwidth of the
dissipating devices �Fig. 1�a��. Then, it is possible to gener-
ate modulated power dissipation, which falls into the thermal
coupling mechanism bandwidth with just one sinusoidal
electrical excitation.4

Another case is depicted in Fig. 1�b�, where the electri-
cal transfer function of the dissipating circuit/device does not
overlap with the transfer function of the thermal coupling. In
this case, if we drive the circuit with one sinusoidal voltage
generator, only the dc component of the dissipated power
will generate a measurable temperature increase.

Nevertheless, if this linear circuit is excited with two
sinusoidal voltage functions of frequencies f1 and f2, its dis-
sipated power has many spectral components, e.g., dc, 2f1,

2f2, and the heterodyne components f1+ f2 and f1− f2 �f1

� f2�.7 The values of f1 and f2 may be beyond the cutoff
frequency of the thermal coupling mechanism, but the com-
ponent at f1− f2 generates a temperature increase measurable
with a lock-in amplifier and can be used to characterize ther-
mal coupling.

The following two sections show how this strategy can
be used to characterize the thermal coupling in the frequency
domain for the case depicted in Fig. 1�b�. The first example
shows how it is possible to obtain information about the
dissipating circuit: the center frequency of a 1 GHz low-
noise amplifier �LNA� is obtained by measuring the spectral
component of the temperature increase at 1 kHz. The second
example explains how to obtain the transfer function of the
thermal coupling mechanism of a thermal test die, behaving
like typical vertical power devices.

When the dissipating circuit is a linear amplifier and it is
driven by two sinusoidal voltage signals of amplitude A and
frequencies f1 and f2, the amplitude of the power dissipated
by its devices at �f1− f2� linearly depends on the gain of the
amplifier at frequencies f1 and f2. If both frequencies are
close enough, these two gains have almost the same value
and the amplitude of the power dissipated at �f1− f2� is pro-
portional to the gain to either f1 or f2.7

Therefore, if two tones of frequencies f1 and f2 are ap-
plied to a linear amplifier and the values of f1 and f2 are
swept across its operational bandwidth, keeping the value of
�f1− f2� constant, e.g., 1 kHz, the amplitude of the spectral
component of the sensed temperature at 1 kHz is an observ-
able of the frequency response since its amplitude is propor-
tional to the gain of the amplifier at frequencies f1 and f2.

For the experimentation we have designed a single-
ended cascoded LNA with inductive source degeneration8

formed by two metal oxide semiconductor �MOS� transis-
tors: active and cascoded. The chip photograph is shown in
Fig. 2 �0.25 �m MS/rf deep n-well CMOS �complementary
MOS� technology, with an area of 1.25�1.25 mm2�, and the
location of transistors MNC �cascoded� and MNA �active� is
highlighted �they are separated 350 �m�.
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We have performed temperature measurements with a
laser reflectometer.9 In our particular setup, the area lighted
by the laser has a radius of less than 5 �m, which is focused
on the silicon surface at 25 �m from transistor MCN �see
Fig. 2�. The signal provided to the photodiode is sent to the
lock-in amplifier, which measures the amplitude and phase of
the desired spectral component of the signal provided to the
reflectometer, which is proportional to the amplitude and
phase of the same spectral component of the temperature
increase at the area illuminated by the laser. In this particular
setup, this temperature increase is generated by the power
dissipated in transistor MCN.

The LNA is driven with two tones of frequencies f1 and
f2 �input power=−3 dBm�. The values of f1 and f2 have
been swept in such a way that f2 goes from 500 MHz to 1.6
GHz and �f = f1− f2 is equal to 1012 Hz. With the lock-in
amplifier, we have observed the amplitude of the spectral

component of the temperature increase at this frequency
�1012 Hz� as a function of the frequency f2.

Figure 2 compares the frequency response of the ampli-
fier �right y axis� with the measured amplitude of the spectral
component of the temperature increase at the frequency �f
�left y axis�. For the latter case, the x axis shows the value
of f2.

The signal obtained from temperature measurements has
good agreement with the frequency response of the amplifier
in the frequency range from 500 MHz to 1.1 GHz. Electrical
measurements provide a center frequency of 900 MHz,
whereas temperature measurements indicate a center fre-
quency of 830 MHz. Electrical measurements show a notch
in the frequency response at 1.16 GHz, whereas the notch
appears at 1.10 GHz in the temperature measurements.

The inset of Fig. 3 shows the equivalent circuit sche-
matic of a thermal test chip �TTC� devoted to thermal
experiments.10 It contains a 61.4 � polysilicon resistor and a
640 � platinum resistor. The polysilicon resistor �RH� is
used as a dissipative device and it is formed by the parallel
connection of 130 polystrips homogeneously placed over the
IC surface �5.4�5.4 mm2�. This arrangement shows the
same thermal behavior than typical vertical power devices
�insulated gate bipolar transistors, IGBT, vertical diffuse
MOS transistors, VDMOS, and fast recovery diodes FRD�.
The platinum resistor �RS� is placed at the center of the sili-
con die with an area of 0.7�0.7 mm2. Biased with a dc of
15 mA �B connectors�, it is used as a resistive thermal device
�RTD� temperature sensor �P connectors�.

For validation purposes, we have obtained the thermal
coupling transfer function between both resistors in two con-
figurations: �i� RH is driven with a sinusoidal voltage genera-
tor of frequency f and the temperature at RS is sensed at the
frequency 2f �such as Fig. 1�a��; �ii� RH is driven with an
audio amplifier whose band ranges from 15 Hz to 70 kHz
�Fig. 1�b� for frequencies lower than 15 Hz�. To extract the
thermal coupling transfer function between both resistors for
frequencies lower than 15 Hz, we have biased RH with two
tones of frequencies f1 and f2 �f1= f2+�f�. With f2

=32 kHz and �f ranging from 1 Hz to 1 kHz, the tempera-
ture at RH was measured at the frequency �f . Figure 3 shows
the normalized amplitude of the spectral component of the
temperature sensed with the two configurations as a function
of the frequency at which temperature is measured. As can
be seen, there is a very good agreement between both plots,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Transfer function of the thermal coupling: low pass
filter behavior. �a� The dissipating device/circuit has low pass filter behavior.
�b� The dissipating device/circuit has bandpass filter behavior and does not
fall into the thermal coupling mechanism bandwidth.

FIG. 2. �Color online� LNA chip die photograph. Frequency response �am-
plitude in dB� of the amplifier. Amplitude of the temperature increase mea-
sured at the frequency �f = �f1− f2� as a function of the value of f2.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimental thermal coupling response between RH

and RS and schematic equivalent circuit of the TTC �inset�.
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showing that with this heterodyne strategy, the thermal cou-
pling can be characterized for the case depicted in Fig. 1�b�.
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